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SUBJECT: Monthly Report - AID Work Assignment Ho, 12 

PERIOD : July-August 1961 

This Is the thirteenth In a monthly report 
series reviewing Sorlet de-velopnent In 
tracking missiles and space vehicles. It 
Is hased on source materials received at 
the Air Information Division daring July 
and August 196l. Information not directly 
related to the assigned subject has been 
Included because of Its broad implications 
for study In this field. 

The materials In this report deal with the 
following topics: 

H. Ion clouds and Iono- 
sphere perturbations 

V. Radio Astronomy 



S'JBJEGT:    Mc^ntliiy Report  - AID Work Aaslgnment No.  12 

PERIO:::      C'-oly-August 1961 

TOPIC II. I'm  CLOUDS AND lOJOßPHERE PERTURBATIC3N8 

1.) Gureylch, ä, T. Perttirbations In the ionoaphere caused "by a mov- 
ing body.  r.v:  Akademlya nauk SSSR.  Institut zemnogo magnet! zma, 
lonosferv i raepar>5b.-anenlya radlovoln. Trudy, no. 17(27). Ras- 
prostranem^v raolOA'oln 1 lonosfera. Moskva, i960, 175-186. 

Icnocspheric ■; ^.'fcurbs.tkos caused by rockets and satellites are considered In 
terms of the interaction of a moving body with lens and electrons. Since the ef- 
fect of the hody >:i these particles Is different there Is a difference also in 
the pertabation jf electron and Ion densities. The quaal-neutrality of the plama 
is disturbed ant? the disturbance Is accompanied by the occurrence of an electric 
field. Both the variation in density of neutral particles near the surface of 
the body and the variation in density of electrons and ions are examined, and 
the magnitude of the electric field vhich affectethe distribution of particles 
is determined. Because the velocity of bodies moving in the ionosphere 
fvo~;lCr cm/sec) is considerably higher than the thermal velocity of molecules 
and ions (V^Jä^-IC 

5 an/sec) but lower than the thermal velocity of electrons 
(ve »^ 1C/ cm/sec) It is assumed that the following Inequality Is satisfied: 

"VkT/M < v0 < "VkT/m, where 

T Is the gaa temperature, M is the mass of a molecule, and m is the mews of an 
electron. 

1. Density of neutral particles 

In the case of a sphere with a radius of Ro moving In a gas at supersonic 
speed, it Is assumed that there is a specular reflection of particles from the 
surface of the sphere.  In the process of pejrtlcle collision with the body a 
rarefied, low-density, region Is formed behind the body and a high-density re- 
gion In front of It.  If the process lasts long, i.e. if At >> Ro/Vo> a steady- 
state distribution of particles occurs. The following expression is derived 
for the excess density of particles in the high-density region, i.e., the 
density which results from the presence of particles reflected from the sphere 
and which Is additional to the gas density encountered by the sphere: 

R^ sin2 61 cos 2ei 

X " \  r2 (1 .^sin'e!) 

where n,,, is the excess density, n_ the density of the gas encountered by the 

sphere,6^ the angle between the normal to the sphere at the point of collision 
and the horizontal axis, and r « R^lnOi. With the use of this expression it is 
shown that the density of molecules in the high-density region varies considerably. 
At the surface of the body the relative density TL /X^ is 100^; at a distance 

1  o 
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cf a:- P0fro.7. -.r- -bod-v-'ft «arfaee, i^Jn  ^-^50^; at 0.5 RQ, Dm /njn^^ 20.^; 

and at F^,, r^ /nj^Äs^ 10?Jo In the case of a nonapecolar reflection, i.e., a 

dlffuBion reflection, the excess density was found to be njn.s^n,^ — ln(2R0/AR) 

where ^F is the distance from the surface of the sphere. To determine the den- 
sity of partlclas In the rarefied region, account is taken of the velocity dis- 
tribution of particles, under the assumption of a Maxwelllan dietrlbutlon, the 
following expression is deriired for the density: 

nn, ■--■  n^ exp (-(Rc/z)2 (Mv^/2kT) j . 

2. Density of ions and electrons and the ele^ilc field 

Solution jf a system of equations consisting of a kinetic equation for ions 
and electrons nnd an' equation for the electric field shows that the density of 
electrons near tha moving body is approximately equal to the density of ions. 
Expressions are  Iso obtained for equipotential surfaces around the moving body 
The above discussion is limited to cases where the surface of the moving body 
is e dielectric which reflects totally all particles. In the case of a metallic 
surface, electro i- are absorbed by the surface and ions are neutralized, at least 
partially. Compcirlson of the distribution of equipotentlal surfaces around a di- 
electric body with that around a metallic body shows a difference in distribution 
only near the body. The maximum value of the electric field potential is of the 
s'ane order of magnitude^ It occurs, however, not near the body's surface but at 
a distance of approximately R0. 

2.) i^enedlktov, Ye0 A., and V. Ya. Eydman. Incotierent radio emission oc- 
curring daring the motion of charged particles in the earth's magnetic 
field. Izvestlya vysshikh uchebnykh zavedeniy. Radloflzika, v. h, 
no. 2, 1961, 253-258, 

Radiation of an electron moving In a magnetoactlve plasma may be divided in- 
to two componente, a Cherenkov and a synohrotron component. The forcer predomi- 
nates when v /v, >> 1, while the latter prevails when v /v v< 1 and 

(vx/e}n^(cü,6) <<1, where V|| and v_i_ are, reapsetlvely, the parallel and the 
perpendicular component of the velocity of a particle with respect to the magnetic 
field and nj(jü,6) is the refractive index of the J-th ncrmal wave. For evaluation 
of the intensity of the electron radio emission in the mei rum-frequency band, 
both the Cherenkov radiation and the synchrotron radiation are discussed 
separately. 

Cherenkov radiation. In this discussion a stream of charged particles with a 
density q and moving with a constant velocity v is assumed. The crosfc-secticnal 
dimensions of the stream are large so that the edge effects may be disregarded. 
The reabsorption of radiation of particles is also disregarded on the assumption 
that the intensity of total radiation is a sum of the intensities of radiation 
of individual particles. Under such conditions, the intensitv of Lhe Cherenkov 
radiation averaged within a half sphere may be determined froc, the following 
expression: 
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2TC i 
qv„ wdz. 

where v Is the intensity of radiation of a charged particle In a unit path, z-^ 
and sg are the limits of integration vhich eure determined from the condition 
cos 2 -f ^ 1 ("^ being the angle between the direction of propagation of the ra- 
diated wave and the direction of the magnetic field). On the basis of the ajbove 
expression and under the assumption that l) z 2 - Zj ■ Az o 100 km; and 2) ß « 
(""n/c) = O.OOU, the Intensity of radiation at a frequency of 0.5 mc and at an 
altitude of approximately 1^00 km was determined as J ■» 5 x 10-20 
n*watt'm"2*cps-1,steradiau-1. With A z «= 300 km and ß = 0.01, J was found to be 
6 x 10"  q*watt'm-2,cps-1,8teradian"^ 

Synchrotron radiation. The frequency of the synchrotron radiation caused by non- 
relatlvlstic partleles is determined by the intensity of the magnetic field. 
Each altitude in the earth's atmosphere correspondfl to a certain generation fre- 
quency u) = s ü)^ (■'JD-^ being the gyrofrequency and s « 1,2,5. ••); the Intensity of 
harmonics, beginning with the second harmonic, decreases with an Increase to s. 
The evaluation of the radiation intensity is limited to a case where {ni$i)*< 1; 
tne intensity is expressed es follows: 

?aJ = -JLJ ^ |S|  i (1 + a.)2 i  dt; 
Unc5 J 228[(8-l)i] 

where ■- = n » ßjj3ir. £., d Q Is the element of the solid angle, and a * and ? « are 
the ps^-?meters characterizing the polarization of normal waves propagating In a 
mngnet oactive plasma. With the above expression and under the assumption that 

3X ■^J 0.5 and -8 Äi 10° the intensity of synchrotron radiation at an altitude of 
approximately 1500 km and at plasma frequency CüQ «^ 107 vas determined aa approx- 
imately 10-20 q'watt'm-2'cps-i»Bteradian-i. With ü)0 = 5 x 10

u, ß^Ä-0.3 and 
■9 = 20°, the intensity at an altitude of 5000 km was found to be 10-2? 

q'watt'm-2*cp8-1*steradian- ^ Tne above values are not claimed to be accurate. 
Tney show the order of mangltude only. The decrease in radiation intensity at 
5000 km as compared with the intensity at ISOO km Is explained by a sharp de- 
crease in (1 + a *)2a factor which depends on the nature of polarization of 
normal waves propagating through the ionosphere.  (Gor'kly Scientific Research 
Institute of Radlophyslcs) 

3.) Akhiyezer, A. I., A. B. Kitsenko, and K. N. Stepanov. On the inter- 
action of beams of charged particles with low-frequency plasma oscil- 
lations. Zhurnal eksperimental'noy i teoretlcheskoy fiziki, v. hO, 
no. 6, Jun 1961, 1866-1870. QC1.Z4T 

In a study of the Interaction of a beam of charged particles with low- 
frequency, primarily magnetoacoustic, waves in a plasma, in the presence of 
a constant magnetic field acting in a direction parallel to the motion of the beam. 

- 3 



the assumption is made that the "beam density is much lower than the plasma den- 
sity and that the thermal scattering of electrons in the "beam is small. Under 
this assumption, a dispersion equation describing the raagnetoacoustlc waves is 
solved and it is shown that if the electron temperature is much higher than the 
ion temperature the plasma-beam system is unstable because of the interaction of 
the magnetoacoustic waves with the beam. When the electron temperature is lower 
than or equal to the temperature of ions the instability occurs only wttsn the 
natural plasma oscillations become strongly attenuated. It is also shown that, 
in general, a beam of particles with low density and high thermal scattering of 
electrons and ions does not generate magnetoacoustic waves in a plasma. 
(Physicotechnicel Institute, Academy of Sciencee Ukrainian SSR) 
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SUBJECT: Mon1; xy Report - AID Work Assignment Ko. 12 

PERIOD:   July-August I96I 

TOPIC V. RADIO ASTROKOMY 

1,) Benedlktov, Ye. A., and G. G, GetmantBev. Sporadic solar radio emisiion 
at low frequencies. Izvestiya vyBshikh uchetnykh zavedenly. Radloflzlka, 
v. U, no. 2, 1961, 2kk-252.qo66l.-RQ 

In the summer of 1959 ancL I960, studies were conducted for the purpose of 
registering solar flares at frequencies of 25, 18, 15, and 10.5 mc. For the 
first three frenuencles, the antenna systems consisted of multldlpole cophased 
arrays suspended at a height of K /k  above metal-covered ground. The radiation 
patterns of these antennas were Identical; the width of the major lobe at half- 
power points was TO0' x 50°» At 10.5 mc, reception was carried out with the aid 
of either a horizontal rhombic antenna, having a narrow directional pattern in 
the horizontal plane, or a half-wave dipole. Standard receivers with an 
internediate-freauency bandwidth of 5 kc were used. The time constant of the 
receiver output circuit containing a pulsed noiae limiter was about 0.5-1 sec 
during decrease in signal magnitude and several tens of seconds during increase. 
Sporadic radio emission and a considerable number of solar flares were observed 
in the 25 to 10.5-mc frequency range. The inteusity of solar flares was high 
in the entire experimental frequency range, but evaluation of the intensity was 
possible only at a frequency of 10.5 mc. Under the assumption that the effec- 
tive temperature of the galactic background at this frequency is several hundred 
thousand degrees, the intensity was determined to be as high as lO"19 w/m2 . cps. 
It is believed that solar flares occur also at frequencies lower than those used 
in the study. 

2.)    Kashcheyev, B. L., M. F. Lagutln, and I. A. Lysenko. Study of individual 
radiants of the Geminid showers. IN: AkaOenlya nauk Dkraylns'koyl RSR, 
Dopovidi, no. 5, 1961, 623-626. Q60.A7 

Since December 1958, a special system has been used which makes it possible 
to measure orbits and velocities of meteor particles as well as the velocity and 
the direction of motion of ionized wakes by recording signals reflected from 
meteor trials at three different points on the »urface of the earth. The system 
consistB of a high-power pulse transmitter and a high-sensltlvlty receiver which 
operate on an 8-m wavelength. The other two receivers are placed at a distance 
of k  and 6 km fron the main receiving station.  Signals received at these points 
are relayed to the main station and recorded. Analysis of the data obtained on 
the position of the radiants and on meteor velocities for the 1959 Geminid show- 
ers shows good agreement with the results obtained In other studies. It was 
found that the accuracy of determining the radiants of individual meteors is af- 
fected by the action of turbulent winds in the meteor zone. The meteor velocity 
in the Geminid showers above the earth's atmosphere was determined as 56.I km/sec. 
It was was also found that the error in recording the radiants of meteors moving 
with a velocity of 35 Wsec Is + y  and the error of determining the velocity is 
+ 1,5 km/sec.  (Khar*kov Polytechnic Institute) 



3.) Bel'kovi.ii,, j,, !„ L^etermlnation of the mean-square error of the number of 
meteor« observed In a unit of tlme.Astronomlcheskly zhurnal, v. 58, no. % 
1961, 552-5550 (JBloM? 

An expression for the mean-square error of number of meteors observed In a 
unit of time is derived and experimentally verified. It is shovn that the time 
distribution of meteors follows Poisson's equation and that the mean-square er- 
ror of the number of meteors obser-ved in a time unit depends on the total number 
of meteors observed and the length of observation. In order to detect possible 
meteor showers,, consideration is also given to a method based on the dispersion 
analysis for preliminary determination of »<r3rl«*--«f meteor activity, 
(Astronomical Observatory imenl Engel'gardt) 

IO Klslyakov, a, G0 Results of an experimental study of lunar radio emission 
In the U-mni vavel*ngth range„ Astronomlcheskiy zhurnal, v. 58» no. 5, 196l, 
56.1-565 o QB. oAV;- 

An experimectal study of lonar radio brightness on the El'brus mountain 
(5150 m above see le »«l) waa conducted in the summer of I960,, A radio telescope 
consisting of a parabolic image antenna with a beanwldth of 25' and a radiometer 
operating in the V-ram wavelength range were used. The observations made it pos- 
sible to obtain a curve showing the variation in intensity of lunar radio emis- 
sion with the phase of the moon. The curve, having an almost sinusoidal shape, 
may he approximated by the following expression: T =» [250 + 75 coefQt-2h9)] 
«here T Is the radio temperature of the moon in "K and Q   is the lunation frequency. 
The acvuracy of measurement was -»-15^..  (Gor'kiy Scientific Research Institute of 
Radlophysics) 

5») Basov, N. 3U, V. V- Nlkitin, and A. N. Orayevskiy. Study of the dependence 
of maser freauency on various parameters. Part I.  (Theory. Line J » 5» 
K = 2)o Radlotekhnika 1 elektronika, v. 6, no. 5, 1961, 796-805.TKT800.R4 

A study is reported on the feasibility of the ammonia maser as an absolute 
frequency standard with an accuracy of 10-10. An attempt was made to derive 
the freauency characteristic based on an approximation of the actual velocity 
distribution. Particular attention was given to maaer frequency dependence on 
the natural frequency of the cavity, uneven molecular emission along the cavity, 
hyperfine structure effects, and pressure changes. The experiments were carried 
out with aanonia maaers utilizing the J - 5» K » 2 line and featuring two opposed 
beams to improve the oscillation characteristics and to eompensate for the un- 
even molecular emission along the axis of the cavity. The cavity with the power 
take-off in the center, was 11,.2 cm long, yielding the K . mode; a tuning range 
of several megacycles was achieved tnrough a liquid nitrogen cooled diaphragm 
with an aperture of 0.6 cm. It was found that an opposed-beam maser has a point 
on the cavity frequency characteristic where the maser frequency does not depend 
on pressure. The opposed-beam principle also yields a frequency characteristic 
where the maser frequencies plotted at equal intervals against pressure and sort- 
ing voltage are synmetrical with respect to the resonance line. Two masers with 
opposed beams could be tuned to the spectrum line frequency with an error of 
3 cps. It is noted that while these experiments were made with J)1*^ gas, a more 



detailed investigation should "be attempted with if'Hj gas because of the wider 
range of parameter variation possible in the latter case. The conclusion is 
reached that a maser utilizing two identical and opposed beams aad a symmetri- 
cal design can serve as an absolute standard of frequency with an accuracv of 
10-10. (Physics Institute imeni P. N. Lebedev, Academy of Sciences, USSR) 

6.) Basov, N. G., G. M. Strakhovskiy, and I. V. Cheremlskln. Study of 
the dependence of maser frequency on various parameters. Part II. 
Line Jo5>K=5. Radlotekhnika 1 elektronika, v. 6, no, 6, 196l, 
1020-1028. »ncröoo.R^ 

In order to analyze the tuning accuracy and frequency stability of a mole- 
cular oscillator, several experiments were conducted to determine the effect of 
cavity tuning, sorting voltage, and pressure in the beam source on maser fre- 
quency. In the setup used for measuring maser frequency (see illustration). 

Block diagram for measuring naser frequency 

1,2, and 3 - masers; k -  hybrid rings; 5 - klystron 
oscillator; 6 - klystron power supply; 7 - intermediate- 
frequency amplifier and an oscillograph; 8 - intermediate- 
frequency amplifiers and second detectors; 9 - oscillographs; 
10 - audio-frequency oscillator; 11 - frequency meter; 
12 - 75-kc amplifier and a discriminator 

7 - 



frequency measurements were made by comparing three nasers in pairs whose fre- 
quency differed by several hundred cps. The output of each pair was first nixed 
in a hybrid ring and then fed to a second ring. The latter was used as a mixer 
of the maser signal with that of a klystron oscillator which was tuned to 
25,830 mc, i.e., UO mc lower than the nasex frequency. The output of the mixer 
was fed to an intermediate amplifier with a gain of 10,000 and bandwidth of 
2 mc. The 1-f signal with a frequency equal to the difference between the fre- 
quencies of two masers was then fed to an oscillograph and measured. The masers 
used in the experiments had cavity resonators 80 mn in length operating with the 
E0lomode. The resonators, made of invar, had a Q of 6000-8000. They were 
tuned by means of a stub 2 mm in diameter. The resonator temperature was main- 
tained with an accuracy of 0.01 "C; a change in temperature by 0.01oC changed 
the maser frequency by 1 cps. The renults showed that the change in pressure in 
the beam source from 1.5 x 10"  to 5 x lO^mm Hg changes the maser frequency by 
15 cps; the change In sorting voltage by 1 kv changes the frequency by 5 cps; 
and the change in temperature by 10C changes the frequency by 100 cps. There- 
fore, to obtain a long-term maser frequency stability of Af/f = lO-^it Is 
necessary to maintain the following accuracy range for the above parameters: 

1. Beam source pressure, l^t 
2. Sorting voltage, 0,2^ 
3. Resonator temperature, 0.002,C. 

Since the maser frequency depends less on the change in sorting voltage 
than on pressure, the latter may be used in tuning, although both types of tun- 
ing (variation either in voltage orireasure) can provldfe Ära tuning aoculÄyenti« 
order of 10"fl . Still better tuning accuracy can be achieved by using an 
opposed-beam maser.  (Physics Institute imeni P. N. Lebedev, Academy of 
Sciences, LBSR). 

- 8 
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